Abstract. Constraint-based recommender applications provide valuable support in item selection processes related to complex products and services. This type of recommender operates on a knowledge base that contains a deep model of the product assortment as well as constraints representing the company's marketing and sales rules. Due to changes in the product assortment as well as in marketing and sales rules, such knowledge bases have to be adapted very quickly and frequently. In this paper we focus on a specific but very important aspect of recommender knowledge base development: we analyze the impact of different constraint representations on the cognitive effort of a knowledge engineer to successfully complete certain knowledge acquisition tasks. In this context, we report results of an initial empirical study and provide first basic recommendations regarding the design of recommender knowledge bases.
Introduction
Constraint-based recommender systems [5] support users in the retrieval of interesting items from large and potentially complex assortments. In contrast to the more traditional approaches such as collaborative filtering [7] , constraint-based recommendation approaches exploit explicitly defined advisory knowledge stored in a recommender knowledge base. Such an explicit representation makes constraint-based recommenders more immune regarding new user as well as new item problems that are typically coming along with collaborative and content-based recommendation [7] .
The knowledge exploited by constraint-based recommender systems is on the one hand explicit knowledge about potential customer requirements and on the other hand knowledge about the underlying product assortment and the rules that have to be taken into account when calculating a recommendation. The interaction with a constraint-based recommender application is typically conversational [5] , i.e., within the scope of a recommendation session, users have to answer (potentially personalized) questions, select from given sets of requirement repairs (in the case that no solution could be found), and evaluate derived recommendations.
In this paper we focus on aspects related to the development of recommender knowledge bases rather than aspects related to the interaction with a recommender application. We are considering scenarios where knowledge engineers are interacting with a knowledge acquisition environment and try to develop and maintain recommender knowledge bases. 1 An effect occurring in this context is the so-called knowledge acquisition bottleneck which denotes the communication overhead between domain experts and knowledge engineers in the phase of implementing and adapting knowledge bases. This is based on the fact that domain experts know about recommendation rules and heuristics, but it is very hard for them to translate those into a corresponding executable representation, but then knowledge engineers have a limited knowledge about the product domain.
Providers of state-of-the-art constraint-based recommender applications [5] are aware of these limitations and already provide sophisticated graphical knowledge base development environments that make recommendation technologies more accessible to domain experts themselves. These environments provide intelligent modeling functionalities, for example, the automated fault detection in recommender knowledge bases. The principle of such a debugging functionality is that domain experts provide examples for the intended input/output behavior of the recommender knowledge base and a diagnosis component automatically determines the set of potentially faulty recommendation constraints (for details see [4] ).
These technologies significantly help to improve the overall quality of knowledge base development processes, however, the issue of understanding the impact of different types of knowledge representations on the cognitive processes of knowledge engineers has not been investigated in detail up to now. In this paper we show how different expressive means to represent specific chunks of knowledge are triggering specific cognitive overheads on the side of the knowledge engineer. Consequently, the way we implement a recommender knowledge base has a significant impact on the effectiveness of related knowledge acquisition and maintenance processes. The following simple example should clarify what we mean by different types of knowledge representation:
Both recommendation constraints {c 1 , c 2 } have exactly the same semantics, however, with high evidence, implications (→) have significant lower cognitive efforts regarding correct interpretation. The major goal of this paper is to present different results stemming from an empirical study that investigated the impact of different knowledge representations on the understandability of a knowledge base.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a formal definition of a recommendation problem and introduce a simplified recommender knowledge base from the domain of financial services. In Section 3 we report the results of an empirical study that provides interesting insights into the do's and dont's in recommender knowledge base development. In Section 4 we give an overview of related work. With Section 5 we conclude our paper.
Example: Recommender Knowledge Base
Recommender knowledge bases are typically containing two sets of variables and three different types of constraint sets. V C = {vc 1 , vc 2 , …, vc m } -the first set of variables -describes potential customer requirements. The second set is V PROD = {vprod 1 , vprod 2 , ..., vprod n } that describes the structural properties of the underlying product assortment. C R = {cr 1 , cr 2 , …, cr u } represents a set of constraints that describe possible (allowed) combinations of customer requirements, CF = {cf 1 , cf 2 , …, cf v } represents a set of filter constraints that relate customer requirements with the corresponding item properties. Finally, C PROD = {cprod 1 , cprod 2 , …, cprod w } enumerates the elements (items) contained in the offered product assortment. The following is a simplified example of a recommender knowledge base for the domain of financial services (see [6] ).
V C = {vc 1 :user.knowledge-level, vc 2 :user.willingness-to-take-risks, vc 3 :user.durationof-investment, vc 4 :user.advisory-wanted, vc 5 :user.funds-available, vc 6 :user.directproduct-search, vc 7 4 :product.min-invest-period, vprod 5 4 : user.willingness-to-take-risks = low → product.risklevel = low, cf 5 : user.willingness-to-take-risks = medium → product.risklevel = low ∨ product.risklevel = medium, cf 6 : user.willingness-to-take-risks = high → product.risklevel = low ∨ product.risklevel = medium ∨ product.risklevel = high, cf 7 : user.knowledge-level = beginner → product.risklevel ≠ high, cf 8 : user.type-low-risk-products = savings → product.name = savings, cf 9 : user.type-low-risk-products = bonds → product.name = bonds}
On the basis of a recommender knowledge base we are able to calculate a set of recommendations for a user (given that the corresponding requirements have been specified). We denote such a set of requirements as C C = {cc 1 , cc 2 , …, cc t }. For our example recommender knowledge base we could assume the following set of customer requirements: C C = {cc 1 :user.knowledge-level=beginner, cc 2 :user.advisorywanted = yes, cc 3 :user.willingness-to-take-risks = medium}.
Such a set of concrete customer requirements is the precondition for the calculation of consistent recommendations (see Definition 1). The calculation of such recommendations is based on solving a constraint satisfaction problem defined by (V C , V PROD , C C , C F , C R , C PROD ) [5] .
Definition 1 (Consistent Recommendation
). An assignment R of the variables in V C and V PROD is denoted as consistent recommendation for (V C , V PROD , C C , C F , C R , C PROD ) iff it does not violate any of the constraints in C C ∪ C F ∪ C R ∪ C PROD .
A consistent recommendation for our example set of requirements is R = {user.knowledge-level = beginner, user.willingness-to-take-risks = medium, user.advisory-wanted = yes, user.type-low-risk-products = savings, product.name = savings, product.expected-return-rate = 3, product.risk-level = low, product.mininvestment-period = 1, product.financial-institute = A}.
Our example knowledge base consists of 8 variables describing potential customer requirements and 5 variables describing relevant properties of products. Additionally, the knowledge base consists of 2 compatibility constraints that describe the possible (allowed) combinations of customer requirements, 9 constraints describing the relationship between customer requirements and product properties (filter constraints), and 3 constraints describing the offered product assortment.
Our example shall provide an impression of the basic structure of a recommender knowledge base. However, real-world applications are typically of larger size, for example, a financial service recommender knowledge base reported in [6] consists of 20 variables describing potential customer requirements, 15 variables describing the underlying product assortment, 20 constraints describing the possible combinations of customer requirements, 30 constraints describing the relationship between customer properties and the product assortment, and about 80 products.
The above knowledge base is simplified not only in terms of the number of contained elements, but as well in the types of contained constraints. Compatibility constraints as well as filter conditions are simply represented in terms of implication structures, i.e. →, that express a basic type of requirement relationship quite often used in the context of knowledge-based recommendation scenarios. However, different types of knowledge representation formalisms are used to express constraints in recommender knowledge bases: logical operators {¬, ↔, →, ←, ∧, ∨}, arithmetical operators such as (+,-,*,/), and relational operators (<, >, ≠, ≥, ≤).
In the following sections we will discuss some of the observations we gained from an empirical study which investigated the cognitive efforts of knowledge engineers maintaining such knowledge bases.
Study: Understandability of Knowledge Representations
The mentioned user study has been conducted within the scope of a university knowledge engineering course (the study design is depicted in Table 1 52 subjects participated in the empirical study. The participants were assigned to one of the two groups g a and g b (see Table 1 ). Each of the participants had experiences in the development and maintenance of recommender knowledge bases. Knowledgebased systems were within the major scope of the course. Each of the participants had to complete 5 tasks where the order of tasks to be completed was randomized. The participants had to register the starting time and end time of each task correspondingly. There was no time limit specified regarding the completion of a task, the major goal set was that the participants should find a correct (consistent) solution (recommendation). This information was the basis for comparing the processing times needed for the different tasks. The major goal of each task was to identify a solution for the given constraint satisfaction problem and to write down the identified solution on a sheet of paper. The knowledge bases used within the scope of the study were defined domain-independently in order to avoid problems regarding the understanding of the product domain. For simplicity, we did not differentiate between V C and V PROD and as well did not differentiate between the different types of constraints, i.e., C R , C F , C PROD . We denoted the set of relevant variables with V = {v 1 , v 2 , …, v m } and the set of constraints with C = {c 1 , c 2 , …, c n }. In the study we used the knowledge base versions shown in Table 1 . We defined the following hypotheses. Note that we measured knowledge base understandability in terms of effectiveness in processing (the time needed to identify a solution). For each of the following tasks participants had to complete one version (version a or version b).
Task 1: (Variable grouping vs. no variable grouping):
these two versions of the knowledge base are equivalent with the exception that in version 1.a the constraints were grouped regarding variable names, for example, the first group contains constraints that altogether include a reference to variable v 1 . The hypothesis defined for Task 1 was the following:
Hypothesis H1: knowledge bases with constraints grouped on the basis of their variable references are easier to understand.
In order to investigate Hypothesis H1, we compared the time effort needed by the participants to identify a solution for one of the two knowledge bases. In our analysis (two-sample t-test) of the time efforts in version 1.a and version 1.b (Table 2) we could confirm Hypothesis H1: the average time needed for identifying a solution for knowledge base version 1.a was 4.57 minutes (std.dev. 2.89 minutes) whereas for knowledge base version 1.b it was 5.75 minutes (std.dev. 2.97). A corresponding twosample t-test resulted in a significant difference of the average values (p<0.05).
Summarizing, the grouping of constraints on the basis of referenced variables can improve the understandability of a constraint knowledge base. Such a grouping can be achieved on the basis of simple clustering algorithms or nearest-neighbor algorithms.
Task 2: (Implications "→" used vs. no implications used):
these two versions of the knowledge base are equivalent with the exception that in version 2.a "→" was used to represent implications whereas in version 2.b "¬" and "∨" were used for the same purpose. The hypothesis defined for Task 2 was the following: Hypothesis H2: knowledge bases using "→" for the representation of implications are easier to understand.
In order to investigate Hypothesis H2, we compared the time effort needed by the participants to identify a solution for one of the two knowledge bases.
In our analysis of the time efforts registered for version 2.a and version 2.b (see Table  3 ) we can support Hypothesis H2: the average time needed for identifying a solution for knowledge base version 2.a was 4.85 minutes (std.dev. 1.89 minutes) whereas for knowledge base version 2.b it was 6.24 minutes (std.dev. 2.96). A corresponding twosample t-test resulted in a strong tendency (p=0.092). Summarizing, the usage of implications instead of the more basic logical operators of "∨" and "¬" can improve the understandability of a constraint knowledge base. If possible the more compact representation of "→" should be used.
Task 3: (≤ and ≥ used for range restrictions vs. < and > used): these two versions of the knowledge base (see Table 4 ) are equivalent with the exception that in version 3.a "≤" and "≥" were used to represent range restrictions whereas in version 3.b "<" and ">" were used for the same purpose. The hypothesis defined for Task 3 was the following:
Hypothesis H3: knowledge bases using "≤" and "≥" for the representation of range restrictions are easier to understand (compared to "<" and ">"). In order to investigate Hypothesis H3, we compared the time efforts needed by the participants to identify a solution for one of the two knowledge bases. In our analysis of the time efforts registered for version 3.a and version 3.b (see Table 4 ) we could clearly confirm Hypothesis H3: the average time needed for identifying a solution for knowledge base version 3.a was 3.1 minutes (std.dev. 1.71 minutes) whereas for knowledge base version 3.b it was 4.39 minutes (std.dev. 2.25). A corresponding twosample t-test resulted in a significant difference of the average values (p<0.05), i.e., the usage of "≤" instead of "<" and "+1" can improve understandability. Table 2 .
see Table 2 . In order to investigate Hypothesis H4, we compared the time effort needed by the participants to identify a solution for one of the two knowledge bases. In our analysis of the time efforts registered for version 4.a and version 4.b (see Table 5 ) we could not confirm H4: the average time needed for identifying a solution for knowledge base version 4.a was 4.30 minutes (std.dev. 2.30 minutes) whereas for knowledge base version 4.b it was 4.0 minutes (std.dev. 2.20). A corresponding two-sample t-test resulted in no significant differences between the average values. Summarizing, "→" and "←" as two possible different representations of implications do show differences in terms knowledge base understandability but without statistical significance.
Task 5: (Equivalences ↔ used vs. → used): these two versions of the knowledge base are equivalent with the exception that in version 5.a "↔" was used whereas in version 5.b "→" was used. The hypothesis defined for Task 5 was the following: Hypothesis H5: knowledge bases using "↔"are easier to understand (compared to representations of the form "→").
In order to investigate Hypothesis H5, we compared the time effort needed by the participants to identify a solution for one of the two knowledge bases. In our analysis of the time efforts registered for version 5.a and version 5.b (see Table 6 ) we could confirm Hypothesis H5: the average time needed for identifying a solution for knowledge base version 5.a was 2.50 minutes (std.dev. 1.70 minutes) whereas for knowledge base version 5.b it was 3.10 minutes (std.dev. 1.90). A corresponding twosample t-test resulted in significant differences between the average values (p<0.05). Table 5 .
see Table 5 . 
Related Work
The work presented in this paper is one basic step in a broader line of research related to the understanding of cognitive factors in the development and maintenance of knowledge-based applications. Our major goal in this context is to develop concepts that actively support knowledge engineers and domain experts in the development of (recommender) knowledge bases beginning with supporting knowledge base understanding for new employees as well as supporting different maintenance scenarios such as test case generation or automated debugging. The discipline of program understanding is already established in the area of software engineering but is still in its infancy in the area of knowledge-based systems. Program understanding can be interpreted as a process of building a mental model of the software (code, application domain, design, etc.). Hipikat [3] is an example system that helps project-newcomers in understanding different project artefacts. The system is based on a collaborative filtering recommendation approach that calculates artefact recommendations on the basis of already existing interaction histories. Compared to the work presented in this paper, Hipikat focuses on learning support on the basis of collaborative techniques but does not explicitly take into account elementary complexity properties of the software artefacts. The RASCAL environment [2] supports software developers in their programming tasks by automatically recommending interesting library components useful in a certain context. Such recommendations are calculated on the basis of collaborative filtering algorithms.
Knowledge base refactoring approaches [1] follow the goal of improving the structural design of given knowledge base. Due to repeated maintenance activities, the overall quality of the knowledge base deteriorates and mechanisms are needed that help to restore quality through a set of reorganization steps. [1] discuss knowledge base design anomalies and provide detailed recommendations on how to deal with such situations. Examples for such anomalies are objects never used by the application, attribute domain values nearly never used, etc.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented first results of an empirical study related to the understandability of (recommender) knowledge bases. The results of this study document the necessity of a deeper understanding of the consequences of different types of knowledge representations on the quality of a knowledge base in terms of, for example, understandability or maintainability. Such an understanding of knowledge base structures helps to develop models about knowledge base quality that can provide valuable support in knowledge base development and maintenance processes.
